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A generally applicable method for the study of phenyl radicals’ reactions with neutral
biomolecules in the gas phase is demonstrated. Neutral biomolecules were evaporated into a
Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FT-ICR) by means of laser-
induced acoustic desorption (LIAD) and subsequently reacted with trapped charged phenyl
radicals. The structural integrity of the evaporated alanylalanine molecules was verified by
reaction with dichlorophosphenium ions. Examination of the reactions of charged phenyl
radicals with alanylalanine and thymidine evaporated via LIAD revealed hydrogen atom
abstraction for both alanylalanine and thymidine as well as an addition/elimination product
for the reaction with thymidine. These reactions are consistent with the results obtained by
others in solution. Further, a previously unstudied reaction of the nucleotide of thymine (T1)
with charged phenyl radical was found to yield analogous products as the reaction with
thymidine. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2002, 13, 192–194) © 2002 American Society for Mass
Spectrometry

Radical-induced degradation of proteins and nu-
cleic acids is thought to be the cause of various
diseases [1]. The damaging effects of hydroxyl

radicals are well documented [2]. However, there is also
evidence that aromatic �-radicals can damage biological
molecules [3]. Thus, efforts have been directed towards
understanding the interactions of phenyl radicals with
biomolecules [4–6]. Unfortunately, investigation of
these reactions at the molecular level is a daunting
endeavor because of the highly reactive nature of the
radicals and the complexity of the biological environ-
ment. Gas-phase experiments provide a tool for the
examination of many reactive intermediates under
clean conditions. Affixing a charged moiety to a radical
permits its mass spectrometric manipulation and anal-
ysis. If an inert charged group is employed, only
reactions involving the radical moiety are observed [7].
In this communication, we demonstrate the success of
this experimental approach for studies of radical reac-
tions involving gas-phase biomolecules.

Many reagents that probe the fundamental reactivity
of phenyl radicals are readily introduced into the high

vacuum environment of mass spectrometers [7]. How-
ever, most biological molecules, including peptides and
nucleosides, are nonvolatile, thermally labile com-
pounds that decompose upon heating before evapora-
tion occurs. Commonly used laser-based techniques for
desorption of neutral molecules, such as direct laser
desorption (LD) and matrix/assisted laser desorption
(MALD), impart large velocities to the desorbed mole-
cules [8] which results in a higher percentage of hard-
sphere collisions and consequently lower efficiency for
capture collisions necessary for most ion-molecule re-
actions. It is important to note that techniques which are
commonly used to analyze biological molecules via
mass spectrometry (i.e., matrix-assisted laser desorp-
tion/ionization (MALDI) [9] and electrospray ioniza-
tion (ESI) [10]), are not applicable in these types of
studies because they evaporate ionic species. As an
effort to enable gas-phase studies of biomolecules, we
decided to implement an alternate technique, laser-
induced acoustic desorption (LIAD), for evaporation of
nonvolatile neutral compounds into a Fourier-trans-
form ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrom-
eter [11, 12]. All experiments were carried out using a
dual-cell FT-ICR mass spectrometer equipped with a
specially designed probe assembly [13]. LIAD [11, 14,
15] was effected by the irradiation of a thin (10 �m)
copper or titanium foil with a high-intensity laser pulse
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from a Nd:YAG laser (3 ns pulsewidth, 532 nm wave-
length, fluence of 1 
 109 W cm�2 at the metal surface).
The ablation of the metal by the laser pulse generates a
large amplitude acoustic wave (shockwave) that prop-
agates through the metal foil [16]. Upon reaching the
opposite surface of the foil, the planar acoustic wave
front gently effects the desorption of nonvolatile mole-
cules from the surface of the metal over an area analo-
gous to the spot size of the laser pulse [16]. By effecting
LIAD over a total area of �10�2 cm2 (total evaporation
of �100 pmols of material), a sufficient quantity of
analyte molecules can be volatilized for an observable
reaction with trapped, charged phenyl radicals. The
radicals were generated in one side of the dual cell by
using previously published procedures [7] and trans-
ferred into the reaction cell before desorption of the
neutral biomolecules into this cell.

In order to probe the validity of our method, alanyl-
alanine (Ala-ala) evaporated via LIAD was allowed to
react with the N-(3-dehydrophenyl)pyridinium ion (1)
in the gas phase. Hydrogen atom abstraction (m/z 156)
was the only reaction observed for Ala-ala (Figure 1).
Based on literature results on related reactions [17], this
was the expected result. However, the structural integ-
rity of the Ala-ala molecules evaporated via LIAD was
not established by this experiment. Furthermore, ion 1
reacts with the major thermal decomposition product of
Ala-ala, Ala-ala anhydride, to yield the same product.
Consequently, it was necessary to probe the structural
integrity of Ala-ala by an alternate reaction.

Our previous findings on the reactions of phosphe-
nium ions with various organic molecules, including
small peptides [18, 19], led us to examine the reactions
of Ala-ala and Ala-ala anhydride with the dichloro-
phosphenium ion (35ClP37Cl, m/z 103, formed by elec-
tron ionization of PCl3). Noticeable differences are
apparent in the spectra shown in Figure 2. The large
signals seen at m/z 143 and 161 in Figures 2a and b

correspond to protonated Ala-ala anhydride and intact
protonated Ala-ala, respectively. Reduction of the
amount of evaporated sample established that these
ions are secondary products resulting from proton
transfer to neutral Ala-ala anhydride and Ala-ala from
the corresponding radical cations, (m/z 142 and 160,
respectively), formed by electron abstraction by the
PCl2

� ion (IE �8.5 eV [20]).
However, the most abundant reaction product of

Ala-ala anhydride, an ion of m/z 126 formed by O anion
abstraction by PCl2

�, is not present in the spectrum of
Ala-ala. We conclude that degradation of Ala-ala due to
the desorption process is not occurring to a measurable
degree. Hence, the H atom abstraction product dis-
cussed above indeed arises from the reaction of intact
Ala-ala with 1. This result is in agreement with the
reactivity reported earlier for two other electrophilic
radicals, the hydroxyl [17] and alkoxyl [21] radicals,
toward Ala-ala in solution.

Encouraged by the above results, we proceeded to
examine the gas-phase reactions of two other, even
more electrophilic phenyl radicals, 2 (see Scheme 1) and
the N-(4-dehydrotetrafluoro)pyridinium ion (not
shown). Radical 2 reacts with Ala-ala in the same
manner as 1, with hydrogen atom abstraction being the
exclusive reaction channel. The same applies to reac-
tions of these two radicals with the tetrapeptide Val-
ala-ala-phe. The tetrafluorinated radical, however, ap-
pears to react differently. Reaction of this radical with
Ala-ala occurs not only by H atom abstraction (43%) but

Figure 1. Mass spectrum for the reaction of the N-(3-dehydro-
phenyl)pyridinium ion 1 with Ala-ala evaporated via LIAD.

Figure 2. Mass spectra measured for reactions of PCl2
� with (a)

Ala-ala anhydride and (b) Ala-ala evaporated via LIAD. Asterisk
signifies electronic noise.

Scheme 1
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also by NH2 abstraction (57%). Hence, the substitution
on the radical appears to have a major influence on its
reactivity toward peptides. This issue will be addressed
in our future work.

Studies on gas-phase reactions of phenyl radicals
with components of nucleic acids were initiated by
probing the reaction of the N-phenyl-3-dehydropyri-
dinium ion (2) with the nucleoside thymidine. Recent
solution studies [3] suggest that the phenyl radical
reacts with thymidine by hydrogen atom abstraction
from the sugar or nucleobase moieties, and by addition
to the double bond of the nucleobase moiety. As shown
in Scheme 1, reactions of 2 with gaseous thymidine,
evaporated via careful thermal heating, yield analogous
products, the ions corresponding to hydrogen atom
abstraction (m/z 156) and addition of the phenyl radical
to the double bond of the base moiety, accompanied by
elimination of a methyl radical (m/z 382) [22]. Upon
more vigorous heating, thermal degradation of the
thymidine was revealed by the appearance of an ionic
product of m/z 266 that arises from addition/methyl
elimination reaction of 2 with thymine, a fragment of
thymidine [22]. Thus, this reaction provides a test for
the structural integrity of thymidine brought into the
gas phase by LIAD. Figure 3 depicts the results ob-
tained upon examination of the reaction of 2 with
thymidine evaporated via LIAD. The ions of m/z 156
(hydrogen abstraction) and m/z 382 (addition followed
by elimination of a methyl radical) were observed. The
absence of the ion of m/z 266 indicates that thymidine
did not undergo degradation during the LIAD process.
Furthermore, the branching ratios of hydrogen abstrac-
tion to addition/elimination measured in the low-heat
thermal evaporation and LIAD experiments for this
nucleoside are nearly identical (37:63 and 34:66, respec-
tively, for hydrogen abstraction:addition/methyl elim-
ination).

Gas-phase experiments on neutral nucleotides have
been hindered by the extensive degradation of nucleo-
tides upon thermal heating. However, LIAD enables
studies of radical reactions of nucleotides in the gas
phase. We demonstrated this by examining the reaction
of 2 with the nucleotide thymidylic acid (T1), desorbed

by LIAD (thermal heating led to complete degradation
of the sample). Analogous to the reaction of thymidine,
hydrogen atom abstraction and addition accompanied
by loss of a methyl radical (m/z 463) were observed.

As a conclusion, we have demonstrated a feasible
experimental approach for the study of radical reactions
of biomolecules in the gas phase. This approach al-
lowed us to identify reaction products and obtain
semi-quantitative information on relative reaction rates
for interaction of a substituted phenyl radical with
nucleotides and a nucleotide, as well as small peptides.
This experimental approach will be applied in our
future work to delineate structure/reactivity relation-
ships for estimation of organic radicals’ ability to dam-
age oligopeptides and oligonucleotides.
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Figure 3. Mass spectrum for the reaction of the N-(phenyl)-3-
dehydropyridinium ion 2 with LIAD evaporated thymidine. The
insert shows an expanded view of the peaks corresponding to the
reactant radical and the hydrogen atom abstraction product.
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